
MA 262 Guide to Computer Calculations and Visualizations 

I. Overview 
In this course, there are essentially five ways of  using computers to perform calculations and 
visualizations. You are free to mix-and-match methods as you wish, but you must say 
whenever you rely on a computer and you must specify what software you are 
using. I will briefly describe each of  the methods and then show you how to do the 
computations and visualizations you will need to do in this course. 

1. Mathematica (or Maple or MatLab): This is expensive proprietary software that is installed 
on computers in the Mathematics Computer Lab on the 2nd floor of  Davis. I believe you are 
also able to download your own copy for use while you are a student at Colby. The syntax 
can be somewhat non-intuitive but there is a robust set of  graphical user interfaces. It can be 
particularly challenging to display multiple overlapping plots of  different types of  graphic 
objects (for example a vector field and a curve.) It is quite easy to use it for calculating 
integrals. 

2. WolframAlpha: A free online tool that is essentially the same as Mathematica, but without 
the interface and help tools. I recommend using this only for computing integrals. 

3. SageMath: This is basically the computer programming language Python adapted for math 
use. It is free and very powerful. You can use it online at sagecell.sagemath.org (SageCell) but 
there is no capacity to save your work. You can use it via Jupyter Notebooks at: sage.colby.edu 
(if  you are off-campus you will have to use VPN). Email me to be given access to this.  
 
SageMath can do all the math and visualizations we need in this course and will be useful in 
other math and science courses as well. I encourage you to use it, but you should work through the 
official introductory online tutorial first. (Note: there is a tutorial for using SageMath in Vector 
Calculus, but in my opinion it requires you know vector calculus first.) 
 
You do not really need to know how to program in order to use it, but there is a bit of  a 
learning curve. Most of  the challenges arise from the fact that it was created for all kinds of  
math and it sometimes requires coaxing to do your kind of  math. In particular, it defaults to 
symbolic calculations and it has a preference for complex numbers. For example:  
 
 

http://sagecell.sagemath.org
http://sage.colby.edu


4. Desmos or Geogebra These are two popular online graphing and computation tools. 
They don’t do a very good job plotting vector fields and their ability to compute integrals is 
somewhat limited, but otherwise they are fine and you may use them. 

5. Grapher: This is free software that comes bundled with every Mac (look under Utilities). It 
doesn’t do computations, but it is hard to surpass its visualization capabilities, especially for 
vector fields. 

 



II. Computing Integrals 

Here are examples of  how to compute the following definite integrals: 
 

Mathematica:  

<latexit sha1_base64="+tOmZAz3h3aHM87LK62f6JRNyK0=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXe6CRbBVZmpz2XRjcsK9gGd6ZBJ0zY0kxmSO0IpBTf+ihsXirj1J9z5N6btLLT1wIXDOfcm954wEVyD43xbuaXlldW1/HphY3Nre8fe3avrOFWU1WgsYtUMiWaCS1YDDoI1E8VIFArWCAc3E7/xwJTmsbyHYcL8iPQk73JKwEiBfeBxCYHbPsXQLmMP+lzqhFCGOxDYRafkTIEXiZuRIspQDewvrxPTNGISqCBat1wnAX9EFHAq2LjgpZqZtwekx1qGShIx7Y+mN4zxsVE6uBsrUxLwVP09MSKR1sMoNJ0Rgb6e9ybif14rhe6VP+IySYFJOvuomwoMMZ4EgjtcMQpiaAihiptdMe0TRSiY2AomBHf+5EVSL5fci9L53Vmxcp3FkUeH6AidIBddogq6RVVUQxQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+Zq05K5vZR39gff4AjOqW2A==</latexit>Z 3

1
t2 dt

<latexit sha1_base64="jvZ0tzKYFqLDsLh6W8LV1FGn82E=">AAACGnicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRl8LoluXGIijwQG0ikFGjqdSXvHMJnwHW78FTcuNMadcePfWAYWAp6kyek59972Hi8UXINt/1iZldW19Y3sZm5re2d3L79/UNNBpCir0kAEquERzQSXrAocBGuEihHfE6zuDW8nfv2RKc0D+QBxyFyf9CXvcUrASJ280+ISOk77DKfEbsd41C7hFgy41CGhDHdHc7e4ky/YRTsFXibOjBTQDJVO/qvVDWjkMwlUEK2bjh2CmxAFnAo2zrUizczsIemzpqGS+Ey7SbraGJ8YpYt7gTJHAk7Vvx0J8bWOfc9U+gQGetGbiP95zQh6127CZRgBk3T6UC8SGAI8yQl3uWIURGwIoYqbv2I6IIpQMGnmTAjO4srLpFYqOpfFi/vzQvlmFkcWHaFjdIocdIXK6A5VUBVR9IRe0Bt6t56tV+vD+pyWZqxZzyGag/X9C9jVoCs=</latexit>Z 3

1

Z y

0
x2 dx dy

<latexit sha1_base64="jEKmWnEJ5ehhETG8XYPm/r3HDB8=">AAACCXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEhlqZLyHCtYGItEH1KTRo7rtlYdJ7JvkKqqKwu/wsIAQqz8ARt/g9tmgJYjXenonHvte0+YCK7Bcb6tpeWV1bX13EZ+c2t7Z9fe26/rOFWU1WgsYtUMiWaCS1YDDoI1E8VIFArWCAc3E7/xwJTmsbyHYcL8iPQk73JKwEiBjT0uIXDbp9ijsS5Cu3yCPehzqRNCGe5AYBeckjMFXiRuRgooQzWwv7xOTNOISaCCaN1ynQT8EVHAqWDjvJdqZt4ekB5rGSpJxLQ/ml4yxsdG6eBurExJwFP198SIRFoPo9B0RgT6et6biP95rRS6V/6IyyQFJunso24qMMR4EgvucMUoiKEhhCpudsW0TxShYMLLmxDc+ZMXSb1cci9K53dnhcp1FkcOHaIjVEQuukQVdIuqqIYoekTP6BW9WU/Wi/Vufcxal6xs5gD9gfX5A5gImQY=</latexit>Z 3

1
cos(t2) dt

Use this button.

This is useless

Get a numerical 
approximation.

All math commands are capitalized 
and use square brackets in 
Mathematica



WolframAlpha: 
 



SageMath 
 

Desmos 
 

Just type “int” to get the integral sign to 
appear

This button toggles between exact and 
approximate values

This is an approximate value, but 
Desmos doesn’t indicate that



III. Plotting a curve on a vector field 
We plot the vector field F(x,y) = (x^2, 3x + y) and the curve c(t) = (cos(t), t sin(t)) 

Mathematica 



WolframAlpha 

I couldn’t figure out how to do this in WolframAlpha, though I could get it to plot each of  the 
parametric plot and the vector field plot individually. 

Semicolon suppresses output from this command



SageMath 
 

Always declare your variables



Here is a parametric plot on top of  a vector field plot.  

Desmos & Geogebra 

There does not seem to be a great way to visualize vector fields in Desmos or Geogebra, thought 
some people have written scripts to do so. 

Here is an example of  a parametric plot in Desmos: 



Grapher 

Here is an example of  how to plot vector fields and parametric curves in Grapher: 

 

To get the Greek letter, just type its name: “Delta”

Use this menu to get the brackets for vectors

Type in this window. Initially it will say “y=” but you can delete that.



ChatGPT: 
Don’t even consider using it — it thinks it knows math, but it doesn’t: 
 

 


